
Silicon Safari, Inc. (SSI) announces the availability of Guardian Angel Linux

Alexandria, Virginia, March 14, 2007 -- Silicon Safari, Inc. today launched the first Public Beta of it's 
Secure Personal Portable Operating System- Guardian Angel Linux (G.A.L.).  The availability of the OS 
on a USB Flash Drive, together with Security Utilities and Privacy software will help protect personal 
data and communications.

Wide spread concern about reports of many privacy violations, laptop loss, identity theft, and unlawful 
wiretapping, prompted S.S.I. to create a solution to help protect people's personal information from the 
prying eyes of predatory people.

The Goals of the G.A.L. Project:
• To Enhances and Protect your Digital Life Style!
• Provide a portable full featured operating system with a complete Suite of Applications, utilities 

and encryption facilities to suit your needs.
• Allows all personal settings, bookmarks, documents, and computing needs- Always available- no 

matter where you are.
• Provide an environment that leaves no trace of history data on the host computer.  Additionally if  

a secure tunnel proxy is used, the ISP cannot see surfing habits either.
• Provide Data Security. In the event of the loss or theft of your USB flash drive, you can be 

assured that all your private data that was stored in the encrypted container is not going to be 
viewable by any prying eyes.

• Store your current encrypted containers safely on-line.  Keep backups of your encrypted 
containers on-line.

• Provide Communication security.  Encrypt all data communications for services such as Web, 
IM, and VoIP.

• Strives to be Open Standards based, Portable, Secure, Upgradeable, Configurable, Flexible, 
Cross-platform Compatible..

Guardian Angel Linux is based on the outstanding Linux Live framework called SLAX 
(http://www.slax.org), it allows for drop-in upgrades and expansion. When new tools become available or 
new versions or fixes are needed, it is a snap to install them... even on a CD-Rom. 

The developers of G.A.L. are dedicated to protecting your privacy by supplying easy to use technologies 
which are industry standard and open source. We are strong believers in cross-platform compatibility as 
well. We understand that there are other Operating Systems and Computer Architectures in the world and 
we a dedicated to allowing usage and communication to those platforms. Sure you can protect yourself 
by locking yourself in a room and not communicating to anyone but what kind of life is that. Life is about 
communication- G.A.L. strives to make sure that communication is safe and secure.

About Silicon Safari, Inc.
Silicon Safari, Inc. was founded in 2000 with the goal of putting the “Community Back Into Business”. 
They have feverishly worked to bring to market a series of proxy services and products to give businesses 
important demographic information but always protecting personal privacy and keeping personal 
anonymity of any of its members.  S.S.I. strives to know as much about people without actually knowing 
who they are.
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